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Amsterdam Arena, home of Ajax Football Club, uses a smart energy 
storage system to retain power in case of city-wide outages. The city is 
undertaking trials of a groundbreaking vehicle-to-grid energy flow 
scheme called AmsterdamV2G.

AMSTERDAM
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Micro-distribution projects are springing up all over Europe but one of the 
most notable is in Barcelona. Small packages can be delivered using 
electric cargo bikes rather than 5 ton trucks.

BARCELONA
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“PING If You Care” is a new scheme in which Brussels' huge cycling 
community can report poor road conditions, incidents, accidents, fallen 
trees, etc, by pushing an IoT-enabled button.

BRUSSELS
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The city has a forward-thinking administration that is seeking to 
improve the quality of life for its citizens and visitors. Bike sharing 
schemes and a pedestrianization project for one of the city's most 
congested junctions are two of many smart ideas.

DUBLIN
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Graz, in Austria, is one of the trial cities for the NOVELOG project that 
aims to make more intelligent use of delivery vehicles. They launched 
the pilot delivery service “bring mE” where cargo bikes make deliveries 
from shops in the city centre to customer locations outside of the 
centre, thereby reducing logistics traffic.

GRAZ
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The Kerb Virtual Loading Bay makes uses of one of London's scarcest 
resources – space. Loading and unloading is now possible by reserving 
and paying for time in no-standing zones for short periods of time.

LONDON
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British Telecom's See Sense trial scheme saw 140 volunteers have IoT-
enabled lights attached to their bicycles. The sensors gather and 
report data such as poor road conditions, near misses and traffic 
incidents. This is part of the CityVerve IoT Corridor project.

MANCHESTER
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Simplifai is a new form of traffic control that uses AI to achieve goals 
set by the traffic control centre. Goals can include the management of 
air quality, congestion, evacuation, events, incidents and roadworks. 

MANCHESTER
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New York’s famous Flatiron Plaza was an accident hotspot until 
Mayor de Blasio gave the green light for the introduction of a 
pedestrianization scheme.

NEW YORK CITY
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The Italian capital has implemented a people-centric Sustainable 
Urban Mobility Plan described as the most inclusive SUMP ever 
introduced in Europe.

ROME
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The city followed New York with a Vision Zero campaign, for greatly 
reducing the number of road deaths. The transit lane scheme 
protects vulnerable road users with minimal but effective barriers.

SAN FRANCISCO
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This small Romanian city has undertaken a far-reaching, award-
winning Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan that featured a strong 
emphasis on shared mobility.

TURDA
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Giving priority to emergency response vehicles (green lights).

USE OF NAVIGATION SATELLITE SYSTEMS
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SEIG was formed in 2007 to  provide a forum to discuss the uses of 
Intelligent Transport Systems to benefit the environment.  Annual 
conference planned for 13th November 2018 in Newcastle-upon-Tyne.                    
Hon Secretary: keith.mccabe@simplifaisystems.com

ITS (UK) Smart Environment Interest Group
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